This page and overleaf: Various views of the pre-production
prototype seen in much of the contemporary publicity
material, including shots of the engine and chassis, the
hardtop and convertible roof, the interior with an automatic
transmission (it says Swift Sure on the brake pedal, by the
way – Ford’s trade name for servo-assistance), and the
roomy trunk. And, yes, the chassis frame in the background
is unusual for a Ford – it belongs to a Glasspar body.
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Ford Thunderbird

Tail of the 1960 model year Thunderbird, with its new rear light arrangement clearly visible. High resale values at the time
were a good gauge of the car’s popularity.
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This page and
opposite: Early
promotional
catalog for the
new Thunderbird.
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A few early roadsters were sent out on a lengthy ‘American
Dream Car Tour’ in the summer of 2000 to promote and inspire,
the trip being done in conjunction with a dedicated website to
attract younger generations into the T-Bird world, and then the
new car made its official debut at the Pebble Beach Concours
d’Elegance meeting on 18 August with the announcement of the
Neiman Marcus Edition.
The Neiman Marcus machine would kick sales off via a limited
edition model featured in the 2000 Neiman Marcus Christmas
book. This had Evening Black coachwork with a unique Satin Silver
Metallic hardtop (reflecting Neiman Marcus’ corporate colors), the
standard Black soft-top, and a special Black and silver interior (also

Ford Thunderbird

Chassis & body codes

The first symbol was 1 for USA, the second F for
Ford, and the third A for passenger vehicle. The next
denoted the type of safety devices fitted, followed by
P, then 6 for Thunderbird. The seventh symbol told us
0 for base and sport models, 2 for LX or 4 for SC. The
eighth symbol was an engine code, with 4 for 232cid
(NA), R for 232cid (S/c), W for 281cid or T for 302cid.
After a check digit comes the model year, with K for
1989, L for 1990, M for 1991, N for 1992, P for 1993,
R for 1994, S for 1995, T for 1996 and V for 1997, and
then the factory, with H for Lorain. This was followed
by a sequential six figure production number starting
on 100001.
The body code for this series was BS2. In all, a
total of 932,755 twelfth generation cars were built.

Mark Martin (car number 6) and Michael Waltrip pictured during the 1997 edition of the Daytona 500 – a classic event
for NASCAR enthusiasts.
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